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Prerequisites

Before you can run this tutorial you will need a computer with internet access and a SSH client.

You will have to request a username/password from the tutor to be able to login. 

When you are using a *nix-based distribution you can use the default 'ssh' tool to connect to our server.

Under Windows you will need to download the PuTTY client, which can be found here: 
http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html (putty.exe)
When you start up PuTTY you can fill in the host name to connect to (techtrack.nbiceng.net) and the 
port (22 by default) and launch the connection by clicking on the “Open” button. 

http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html


This practical will cover the usage of SVN for managing source code and the usage of the Trac for 
source code management.

SVN – The Subversion Version Control System 

Intro: what is Subversion and why should you want to use it? Subversion is a source code management 
system which lets you track and manage changes you make to files. It allows you to revert the changes 
you have made and helps you merge changes that you and others made to the same source code. The 
repository can also be seen as a back-up facility with the additional benefit of easily sharing that back-
up with others. 

Each SVN project on the the NBIC server consists of the SVN repository itself, a Trac project tracker 
basically a platform to track bugs and software changes. This tool lets you browse the SVN repository 
with a normal web-browser. 

Subversion Repositories 

Each project should have its own SVN repository. However, when you work with just one code 
directory in which you keep all the source code of your different projects and you don't need to share 
those projects with anyone it is fine to just have one repository for yourself. In this tutorial we will use 
one common/shared repository called  “nbictechtrack”.

Subversion Clients 

The basic (official) Subversion client is available for all major platforms (Windows, MAC and Linux) 
and can be downloaded from: http://subversion.apache.org/packages.html. All Linux versions now 
come with the Subversion client pre-packaged. Use your package manager to install the client when 
you want to use it. The official client is just a command-line program with all the basic tools you need 
to do version control with. 

Many editors have SVN build-in. This means that if you are done editing a file you can ask the editor 
to upload the changes for you. For some editors you will have to install a plug-in to get the SVN 
functionality. SVN enabled editors include: Eclipse, Jedit and Netbeans .

In this tutorial we will use the Subversion command-line tool which is already pre-installed on our 
tutorial server.

Text vs. Binary data 

Both text and binary data can be stored in a SVN repository, however, SVN is only able to track 
changes in text files as it has no idea of how to interpret (changes in) binary data. The binary 'blobs' 
need to be flagged as being binary, see the Subversion manual (link follows below) for how to do this. 
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Exercises 

Now some exercises follow so that you can familiarize yourself with SVN. We'll be working with a test 
repository called “nbictechtrack”. It contains a number of files, with some content. The file that you'll 
be working with is the file called <your given username in lowercase>.txt.

Check-out a repository 

Open a command-line terminal and login via SSH to techtrack.nbiceng.net using the credentials 
(<your given username> and <your given password>) supplied by the tutor:

ssh <your given username>@techtrack.nbiceng.net

When loggged in, create a temporary directory (give it a personal unique directory name) and enter it:

mkdir yourdirName

cd yourdirName

Checkout the NBIC TechTrack repository using the code below and then enter the directory:

svn co https://trac.nbic.nl/svn/nbictechtrack/trunk nbictechtrack

cd nbictechtrack

You will now see a list of files (use 'ls') which you checked out from the repository:

ls -al

….....

-rw-r--r-- 1 username username  121 2000-01-01 12:34 nbictechtrack01.txt 

-rw-r--r-- 1 username username  121 2000-01-01 12:34 nbictechtrack02.txt 

-rw-r--r-- 1 username username  121 2000-01-01 12:34 nbictechtrack03.txt 

…....

Updating an existing file 

Most of the time you'll be editing files that exist already. Files that you have edited can be checked for 
changes and uploaded to the SVN server. It's good practice to upload each time you finish working on 
one 'change' (feature, bug, etc.). You should annotate the uploads with a message so you can find back 
the files and changes you made later on. 

Edit your file from the repository that you just checked out:

nano <your given username>.txt

Add / remove / change some city names to/in the file, save the file (control+O), press Enter and exit 
(control+X) the program. Only edit anything below the dashed line.
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You can now list the changes you made to the file with:

svn diff <your given username>.txt 

Plusses (+) indicated lines you added, minuses (-) indicate lines you removed. 

When you're done editing the file you can upload it to the server with: 

svn commit <your given username>.txt -m “Useful prose to describe the changes in the file.”

If you get a warning to enter your username/password, enter your details as follows:

Username: <your given username>@techtrack.nbiceng.net

Password: <your given password>

Store password unencrypted: yes

Now your changes have been committed to the server, which means that when you or someone else 
checks out or updates from the server gets to see the changes you just made.

Adding your own file to the repository 

To add an additional file to the SVN repository you can use the svn add command: 

Create a new text file: 

echo “some text” > <aUniqueFileName> 

2. Add it to the SVN repository: 

svn add <aUniqueFileName> 

3. Upload it to the server: 

svn commit <aUniqueFileName> m “Useful prose to describe the file.” 

Updating the sources 

When files are changed or added to the SVN repository you will need to update your local sources to 
receive these changes. As multiple people are working on this tutorial chances are that some changes 
have been made. Update your sources using: 

svn update 

Files that have changed (and are updated) are indicated with 'U', files that are new (added) are indicated 
with 'A' and files that were deleted are represented with 'D'. 
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Merging issues

When you are updating it might be that someone else already has edited your file, subversion will ask 
you if you want to keep your own copy, keep the copy on the server or to merge it manually. We'll try 
the last option. Hit p and <enter> to choose 'postpone' and you're left with all versions of the file that 
you might need to resolve the merge conflict. If you now edit the original file:

nano <your given username>.txt

you'll see that SVN has inserted some text indicating the differences between your local file and the file 
on the server. These changes are made in such a way that the files will not compile, no matter what type 
of programming language you are using. Edit the file so that the changes you made are merged 
and the text inserted by SVN is removed. 

Tell SVN you merged the conflict by typing: 

svn resolved <your given username>.txt

and commit it to the server:

svn commit <your given username>.txt  m “resolved merge conflict”

Note that the other versions of the file have disappeared. 

Deleting a file 

Some files will be redundant and will thus have to be deleted from the repository. The svn delete 
command allows you to remove these files. Remove the file you previously created in this tutorial ( 
aUniqueFileName):

svn delete <aUniqueFileName> 
svn commit -m “Deleted <aUniqueFileName>”
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Intro: what is Trac and why should you want to use it? 

Trac is a lightweight project management tool that is implemented as a web-based application, written 
in the Python programming language. It emphasizes ease of use and low ceremony, and is open source.

Ticketing system

Track the progress of resolving individual bugs, issues, feature requests, and ideas - each with its own 
ticket (numbered, as in a waiting room queue system). Easily reconcile overlapping tickets (where 
more than one person reports the same thing). Search and filter tickets by severity, project component, 
version or owner (among others). 

View progress

Trac gives you a number of convenient ways to stay on top of events and changes within a project. You 
can set milestones, and view a roadmap of progress towards them (as well as historical achievements) 
in summary. There is a timeline of individual changes so you can see the order of events, starting with 
the most recent. Trac supports RSS for content syndication: allowing people to subscribe to those 
changes outside Trac itself, as well as email notification.

Online repostitory viewing

Trac gives a highly usable browsing and management front-end for  Subversion, a modern open-source 
version control system. Trac gives you clear and elegant code highlighting and file comparison, so you 
can easily see how files differ. Using plugins, Trac also supports other version control software.

User management

Trac has a simple permission system to control what users can and can't access. 

Wiki

Built-in documentation server, which can be used for developer or user resources. As it's a  Wiki, it can 
be set up to allow shared editing. Uses MoinMoin syntax and magic links to tickets, reports and source.

Features provided through plugins 

There are a range of plugins available supporting additional features, from anti-spam to Gantt charts 
and time tracking. 

Open your browser and visit https://trac.nbic.nl/nbictechtrack/ to see the start page of Trac, by default 
you see the Wiki page with global information about the project. Login the Trac page by clicking on the 
“Login” link in the upper right corner with the <your given username>@techtrack.nbiceng.net and 
<your given password> provided.
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On the upper right side you will see several items to click on:

– Wiki
– Timeline
– Roadmap
– Browse source
– View tickets
– New tickets
– Search

Wiki formatting

Trac has a built-in wiki system which you can use for organizing knowledge and information in a very 
flexible way by creating pages containing an intuitive and easy to learn textual markup. This text 
markup is also used in all other parts of the system, not only in wiki pages, but also in ticket description 
and comments, check-in log messages, milestone descriptions and report descriptions, even in third-
party extensions. It allows for formatted text and hyperlinks in and between all Trac modules.

Editing wiki text is easy, using any web browser and a simple formatting system, rather than more 
complex markup languages like HTML. Some important  markups you can use are (also see 
http://trac.edgewall.org/wiki/WikiFormatting ):

== Level 2 ==  Level 2 (heading)
'''bold'''  bold
''italic''  italic
* bullets list  ● bullets list
#1  #1 (ticket hyperlink) 
ticket:1  ticket:1 (ticket hyperlink)
ticket:1#comment:1  ticket1:comment:1 (ticket/comment link)
[1]  [1] (changeset hyperlink)
[[Image(http://www.nbic.nl/fileadmin/images/logo.gif)]] (shows an image)

The quotation marks (') are single quotes, which is the one located on the same key as the double 
quotation character.
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Using the Wiki

Click on the “Wiki” link and on the bottom of that page, click on the “Edit this page” button to start 
editing the Wiki page. You currently see existing markup code. Scroll down to the bottom of the code 
and add a header with your own name:

== Header of <yourname> ==

Click on “Preview Page” to see the effect of your changes. You will see your header added in the 
preview. When the changes look right, press “Submit changes” to permanently store the changes. You 
will now see your header with your name added to the page.

Click on the “Edit this page” button again and add the following text below your header:

There is an element of '''luck''', there is an element of ''trial and error'', sometimes you '''fail''',  
sometimes you ''succeed''. It's not as beautifully simple as it may seem when we are talking about it.

Click on “Preview Page” to see the effect of your changes, you will see your text added in the preview. 
When the changes look right, press “Submit changes” to permanently store the changes. You will now 
see your text added below your header.

You can just play around with editing of the Wiki project page using the formatting codes as listed on 
http://trac.edgewall.org/wiki/WikiFormatting
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Timeline

The timeline provides a historic view of the project in a single report. 

It lists all Trac events that have occurred in chronological order, a brief description of each event and if 
applicable, the person responsible for the change. 

The timeline lists these kinds of events: 

• Wiki page events — Creation and changes 
• Ticket events — Creation and resolution/closing (and optionally other changes) 
• Source code changes — Repository check-ins 
• Milestone — Milestone completed

Each event entry provides a hyperlink to the specific event in question, who authored the change as 
well as a brief excerpt of the actual comment or text, if available. 

It is possible to filter the displayed events with the various filters in the option panel: 

• View changes from — the date from which to start displaying events (current date if empty). 
Events that occurred after this date will not be shown, only those that occurred before that date. 

• and X days back — how many days backwards in time to get events. 
• done by — the author of an event. It accepts a space-separated list of authors for which events 

should be included. Alternatively, if the author names are prefixed by a "-" character, then the 
events having those authors will be excluded, and all the others included. Single or double 
quotes can be used for specifying author names containing space characters. (since 0.12) 

• Changesets in all repositories — if you have more than one repository connected to your Trac 
project, then you can filter the output so events from specific repositories are not shown. (since 
0.12) 

• Milestones reached — display or hide milestones reached. 
• Opened and closed tickets — display or hide ticket open or close events. 
• Wiki changes — display or hide Wiki change events.

Using the timeline

Click on the “Timeline” link to get an overview of what is happening. Try to filter on a specific 
change, e.g. by checking only the “Wiki changes” box, set all other checkboxes to unchecked. Press 
“Update” to refresh the timeline. Now you will only see changes made to the Wiki page. Below every 
change you can click on the “diff” link to see what differences have been made. The legend tells you 
that everything in green has been added and that everything in red has been removed. You can also see 
which line has changed.
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Roadmap

The roadmap provides a view on the ticket system that helps planning and managing the future 
development of a project.

Basically, the roadmap is just a list of future milestones. You can add a description to milestones (using 
WikiFormatting) describing main objectives, for example. In addition, tickets targeted for a milestone 
are aggregated, and the ratio between active and resolved tickets is displayed as a milestone progress 
bar.

On the roadmap page you will see when the milestone should be finished, how many tickets are still 
open for the particular milestone and how many tickets are closed. And the total amount of tickets for a 
milestone are shown.

Using the roadmap

Click on the “Roadmap” link to see the milestones for this project. To see which tickets have been 
closed, click on the “Closed tickets” link, this will redirect you to the View Tickets overview. What you 
see is all tickets that have been closed for this milestone. You can repeat this step for the “Active 
tickets” and the “Total tickets” to get an overview for active and closed tickets.

Browse source

The Trac repository browser can be used to browse specific revisions of directories and files stored in 
the repositories associated with the Trac environment. 

Directory entries are displayed in a list with sortable columns. The list entries can be sorted by Name, 
Size, Age or Author by clicking on the column headers. The sort order can be reversed by clicking on a 
given column header again. 

The browser can be used to navigate through the directory structure by clicking on the directory names. 
Clicking on a file name will show the contents of the file. Clicking on the revision number of a file or 
directory will take you to the TracRevisionLog for that file. Note that there's also a Revision Log 
navigation link that will do the same for the path currently being examined. Clicking on the diff icon 
after revision number will display the changes made to the files modified in that revision. Clicking on 
the Age of the file - will take you to that changeset in the timeline.

Using the source browser

Click on the “Browse source” link to get an overview of the source code in the repository, you will see 
several folders:

– branches

– tags

– trunk

On the right of the page you will see what is the latest revision number, the age of the last revision and 
who added the latest revision, including a short comment. To see what changes have been made, first 
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click on a revision number in the “rev” column. You will get a list overview of revisions starting from 
the currently selected revision number and (by default) 100 revisions back. Then click on a number in 
the “changeset” column to see a the actual last changes made to the source file(s) when someone 
committed his files.

Go back by clicking on the “Browse source” link and click on “trunk” to open the trunk folder, you 
will see an overview of the files which are currently stored in the subversion repository. Again you will 
also see which revision a file is, the age and who did the last change to a specific file. Browse a bit 
around to see what changes have been made to which files  to get a feeling for the browse source 
functionality.

Tickets

The Trac ticket database provides simple but effective tracking of issues and bugs within a project. 

As the central project management element of Trac, tickets can be used for project tasks, feature 
requests, bug reports and software support issues.

An issue is assigned to a person who must resolve it or reassign the ticket to someone else. All tickets 
can be edited, annotated, assigned, prioritized and discussed at any time.

A ticket contains the following information attributes: 

• Reporter — The author of the ticket. 
• Type — The nature of the ticket (for example, defect or enhancement request) 

• Component — The project module or subsystem this ticket concerns. 
• Version — Version of the project that this ticket pertains to. 
• Keywords — Keywords that a ticket is marked with. Useful for searching and report 

generation. 

• Priority — The importance of this issue, ranging from trivial to blocker. 
• Milestone — When this issue should be resolved at the latest. 
• Assigned to/Owner — Principal person responsible for handling the issue. 
• Cc — A comma-separated list of other users or E-Mail addresses to notify. Note that this does 

not imply responsiblity or any other policy. 

• Resolution — Reason for why a ticket was closed. One of fixed, invalid, wontfix, duplicate, 
worksforme. 

• Status — What is the current status? One of new, assigned, closed, reopened. 
• Summary — A brief description summarizing the problem or issue. 
• Description — The body of the ticket. A good description should be specific, descriptive and to 

the point. 
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Bug report tickets

To report a bug, create a new ticket by clicking on the “New Ticket” link and fill in the following fields 
with some random bug you can think of:

Summary: <short description of the bug> (“submit button doesn't work”)

Description: <explanation of the bug> (“submitting form on page 2 throws an exception”)

Type: defect

Milestone: <milestone>

Version: <version>

Assign to: <nbictechtrackNN> (should be any one of the other nbictechtrack users)

Priority: major

Component: <component>

Click on the “Create ticket” link to permanently create the bug report ticket.

Viewing tickets

Click on the “View tickets” link to get an overview of the tickets for the project. Below “Custom 
Query” you will see a box named “Filters” which allows you to filter for specific tickets. Uncheck all 
filters, but leave the “New” filter checked. Press ¨Update” to apply the new filters. You will now only 
see tickets which are new.

To see the ticket which we assigned to the <nbictechtrackNN> user as we did in the previous two steps, 
set the filter “Owner” is to the <nbictechtrackNN> user and press the “Update” button again. Now 
you will see all tickets which are assigned to the <nbictechtrackNN> user.

Feature request tickets

It is also possible to create a ticket for a new feature request, the procedure is almost the same as for 
creating a bug report. Click on the “New ticket” link and fill in the ticket fields:

Summary: <short description of feature request> (“add new button”)

Description: <explanation of the feature> (“add green button on page 2”)

Type: enhancement

Milestone: <milestone>

Version: <version>

Assign to: <nbictechtrackNN> (should be any one of the other nbictechtrack users)

Priority: major

Component: <component>

Click on the “Create ticket” link to permanently create the bug report ticket.
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Closing tickets

When you have fixed a certain issue you can close a ticket, first go to the overview of tickets (see 
Viewing tickets part of the tutorial) and see if tickets are assigned to you. When you have found a ticket 
in the overview which you want to close, first open the ticket by clicking on it.

You will see details of the ticket (reporter, priority, component, owned by et cetera) and below you will 
see an empty text field where you can put your comment of how you solved the ticket. Enter some 
information in the textbox like “Fixed the submit button”.

In the Action box you can set the status of the ticket, which can be:

– leave as new

– resolve as (fixed/invalid/wontfix/duplicate/worksforme)

– reassign to other user

– accept

Select “Resolve as fixed” and click on “Submit changes”. Now the ticket has been updated.

Ticket filters

It is also possible to add  filters by clicking on the “Add filter” dropdown box in the right corner of the 
page. Select the filter named “Summary” from the dropdown list and press “Update”. In your Filters 
box you will now also see a filter added, named Summary. Enter a value for the summary to search for 
and press “Update” to refresh the ticket overview.

End of the tutorial

By now you know the basics of Subversion and Trac, but there are quite some more features available 
in Subversion and Trac which we didn't go into detail. If you have any comments, questions and/or 
feedback please let the tutor know.

Links

http://www.chiark.greenend.org.uk/~sgtatham/putty/download.html – PuTTY SSH client

http://subversion.apache.org/ - Apache Subversion homepage

http://trac.edgewall.org/ - Trac software homepage

https://trac.nbic.nl/meta/ - The NBIC Trac system short explanation

https://wiki.nbic.nl/index.php/NBIC_Conference_2011:_BioAssist_Tutorials_Installation

http://www.nbic.nl/ - NBIC homepage
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